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Supply Chain Security

Supply chain security concept includes;

- programs
- procedures
- technologies

to address to any threats to supply chain and its economic, social and human consequences.

Association of Customs and Trade Experts
AEO is a status attributed to the economic operators ensuring:

- Appropriate record of compliance with customs requirements
- Satisfactory system for managing commercial records
- Good financial solvency and security standards.

In return, AEOs enjoy some facilitated and privileged treatment during their customs operations.
AEO - Customs Risk Management – Supply Chain Security
AEO Benefits in Turkey

- Local Clearance in Export
- Authorized Expeditor in Transit
- Simplifications in Other Customs Operations
- Security Related Facilitations
Requirements for AEO status

- Reliability of the economic operator
- Regularity and traceability of the record keeping system
- Good financial solvency
- Security of the operations
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Local Clearance in Export

Source: 111 Questions about AEO Status, Ministry of Customs and Trade, Turkey (Adapted)
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Authorized Expeditor in Transit

Source: 111 Questions about AEO Status, Ministry of Customs and Trade, Turkey (Adapted)
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Simplifications in Other Customs Operations

These simplifications comprise the privileged rights to;

• Benefit from global and partial guarantees

• Submit «Simplified Customs Declarations»

• Issue ATR and EUR-MED documents
Security Related Facilitations

• Less or preferential customs control

• Summary declaration with less compulsory information

• Customs controls without physical inspection and without unloading the vehicle
AEO Worldwide

- C-TPAT- Customs- Trade Partnership Against Terrorism-USA
- EU-AEO
- APEC-AEO
- SES-Secure Exports Scheme- New Zealand
- STP- Secure Trade Partnership- Singapore
- PIP- Partners in Protection and CSA- Customs Self-Assessment- Canada

- 53 Operational AEO Programs
- 10 AEO Programs to be launched
• More «tangible benefits» needed

• More efforts for Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRA)

• Better communication and partnership between customs authorities and business community

• International Cooperation
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